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COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY’S VERIFIED REPLY COMMENTS 

Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) hereby submits to the Illinois Commerce 

Commission (“Commission”) its Reply Comments pursuant to the procedural schedule 

established by the Administrative Law Judge.  These Reply Comments respond to the 

Commission Staff’s (“Staff”) Initial Verified Comments (“Staff Comments”) and the Verified 

Comments of the People of the State of Illinois (“AG”), the Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”), and 

the City of Chicago (“City”)(the “Joint Comments”).  The Staff Comments and the Joint 

Comments were the only pleadings submitted in response to ComEd’s Direct Testimony, which 

was filed on December 15, 2011. 

REPLY COMMENTS 

ComEd demonstrated in its testimony that through the application of supply charges 

under current Rate BES – Basic Electric Service (“Rate BES”), substantial subsidies are being 

provided to residential customers with electric space heat (“space heat customers”) and to dusk 

to dawn lighting customers in the annual amounts of $57.4 million and $7.2 million, 



 

 

respectively.1  (Alongi Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0, 5:94-99)  Meanwhile, residential customers without 

electric space heat and nonresidential customers with demands that do not exceed 100 kilowatt 

(“kWs”) are bearing the burden of paying for the vast majority of those subsidies in the amounts 

of $45.9 million and $17.5 million, respectively. (Id. 5:101-107)  Importantly, no party disputes 

either the existence or size of the subsidies that ComEd has identified. Staff Comments, p. 3; 

Joint Comments, pp. 1-2.  In addition, ComEd, Staff and AG/CUB/City each agree that a 

movement to cost-based rates is appropriate and that, ultimately, such subsidies should be 

eliminated.2  Staff Comments, p. 4; Joint Comments, p. 4  

Given the parties’ unanimous recognition of the need to eliminate the Rate BES supply 

charge subsidies, the question now turns to developing a proposal to achieve this goal in a 

manner that balances the interests of all affected customers and other stakeholders.  To that end, 

ComEd’s direct testimony offered two primary methods to move to cost-based rates: 1) a method 

that incorporates a fixed time period over which the movement to cost-based rates is 

accomplished; and 2) a non-time-based method that would instead cap the amount of a rate 

increase for customers currently receiving subsidies in any given step toward cost-based rate 

design. (Alongi Dir., ComEd Ex. 1, 11:398-20:614)  These options reflected the input of parties 

as to the possible approaches to reasonably resolve this subsidy issue. Staff Comments, p. 4; 

Joint Comments, p.1.    

Staff supports a “Cap Approach” (option 2 identified earlier) to phase out the space heat 

customer subsidies (Staff Comments, pp. 6-7), while AG/CUB/City recommend phasing out the 

                                                 
1 The subsidies result from a variety of actions that took place over more than a decade.  A complete description of 
how these subsidies were created is set forth in ComEd’s Direct Testimony. (Alongi Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0, 6:110-
10:386) 
2 Staff and AG/CUB/City agree with ComEd that a movement towards cost-based rates on this issue would be 
accomplished by changing the Retail Purchased Electricity Charges section of ComEd’s current Rider PE – 
Purchased Electricity (“Rider PE”).  Staff Comments, p. 8; Joint Comments, p. 4. 



 

 

space heat customer subsidy over a five year period. Joint Comments, pp. 2-3.  However, Staff 

and AG/CUB/City each propose only to eliminate the subsidy for residential space heat 

customers based upon their interpretation of the Initiating Order in this proceeding, which they 

believe limits the scope of this proceeding only to residential customer subsidies. Staff 

Comments, pp. 6-7, Joint Comments, pp. 3-4.  Thus, while they agree with ComEd that others, 

mainly dusk to dawn lighting customers, are benefitting from a subsidy, it is Staff’s and 

AG/CUB/City’s view that those subsidies must be addressed at a later time. Id.  

ComEd has no preference as to the methodology the Commission should choose to move 

to cost-based residential supply charges in the Rate BES and eliminate subsidies to residential 

space heat customers’ supply charges.  However, the Commission should be mindful of two 

points related to the positions of Staff and AG/CUB/City.   First, unlike the fixed time period 

approach, the “Cap Approach” provides protections to residential space heat customers should 

ComEd’s cost to procure electricity supply rise dramatically over a short period of time; 

conversely, it will effectively accelerate the pace of the movement to cost-based residential 

supply charges and reduce the period required to eliminate the subsidy in the event ComEd’s 

costs to procure electricity supply decline.  In short, the Cap Approach limits the size of any 

given increase in supply charges; however, the date when the movement to cost-based residential 

supply charges will be completed under the Cap Approach is uncertain. Second, in adopting 

either the Staff or AG/CUB/City methodology, the Commission will need to revisit the Rate BES 

supply charge subsidy issue in a future proceeding to address the subsidies that will remain for 

nonresidential electric space heat and lighting customers. 



 

 

CONCLUSION 

ComEd supports cost-based rates and urges the Commission to adopt one of the 

proposals to move to cost-based residential supply charges and eliminate subsidies that 

customers receive from the residential space heat customers supply charges.  ComEd stands 

prepared to file changes to Rider PE to comply with the methodology chosen by the 

Commission.  
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